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"Women Rise’ set out with the aim to

achieve these three outcomes for

older women (55+) in Haringey: to

reduce isolation, increase mental and

physical well-being and empower

them to overcome challenges. 

 

We tackled this by offering a range of

activities that took place across

the borough in accessible places.

These well-being activities started off

as outdoor walks, yoga and circus but

developed over the course of the

project as we took feedback from our

participants to yoga, circus, self-

defence and drama.

 

 

 

These sessions worked on increasing

physical activity and building on

interaction with other women they

can build a long-lasting network with.

The mix of activities helped us

engage a variety of women from

different parts of the borough, with

different interests and needs.

 

Each of our activities offered an

element of personal development

and invited women to look at their

own level of wellness and their

personal goals.

 

 

“After self-defence I feel safer going out at night, it
is really important as we get older. I want this
project to reach more and more women”        

  
The Women Rise project set out with the aim to achieve these three outcomes

for older women (55 plus) in Haringey: to reduce isolation, increase mental

and physical well-being and empower them to overcome challenges.



INCREASING  WELL-BEING  IN

WOMEN  OVER  55

 

S T A T I S T I C S

785
WOMEN WERE REACHED

THROUGH OUR WELLBEING

EVENTS

130
WELLBEING EVENTS WERE HELD

THROUGH THE PROJECTS

83%
WOMEN FELT THE WELLBEING

EVENTS HELPED THEM MEET

PEOPLE
 

86%
WOMEN WILL CONTINUE TO USE

THE ACTIVITY IN FUTURE FOR

THEIR OWN WELLBEING

85%
WOMEN FELT HAPPIER/ MORE

RELAXED AFTER THE

WELLBEING ACTIVITY

Many of the groups that came together had

never met before. Women were given a safe

space. The participants came from many

experiences and walks of life but were

always supportive to hearing each other’s

stories.

 

The workshops used creative ways for

women to get together and reflect upon

their lives. As one of the participants

commented: 

 

“It is important we talk to people, we need

to do more of this”.

W O M E N  R E P R E S E N T E D  B E L O W  S C O R E D  7  O R  M O R E
P O S T  E V E N T  O N  A  S C A L E  O F  1  ( S T R O N G L Y  D I S A G R E E )
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Jacksons Lane is the UK’s leading

venue and supporter for

contemporary circus. We took this

knowledge and experience from our

work and applied it to engaging with

older women. We offered Silver

Circus sessions across the borough;

accessible circus classes for women

over 55.

 

Initially, circus was a difficult activity

to convince our target group to take

part in due to associations with the

word circus and the level of physical

fitness required to take part. We

knew the value of accessible circus

for older women, so we pushed its

visibility and gave taster sessions

through meetings and our forum

theatre strand of the project to build

interest.

 

 

 

 

Once the women got a taster of

circus, it was clear they really enjoyed

it and saw its benefits. Circus gave

women the opportunity to work on

their coordination and mobility

through gentle exercises such as scarf

juggling, feather balancing and

moving with colourful silks and

ribbons. Depending on the ability of

the women in the room, we also got

women to move in new ways and

trust their own bodies through

acrobalance activities.

 

Regardless of the activities, the circus

sessions were fun and gave the group

a chance to play, create and move.

  

Jacksons Lane is officially the UK’s leading venue and supporter for

contemporary circus. We took this knowledge and experience from

our work out into the community.

"My physio recommended I take up hula hooping for
my waist issues. Today is the first time I tried

hooping, and I am delighted"        



A separate part of the project which

worked to meet our three aims was

our forum theatre events, a touring

community theatre production.

 

Every year of the project a new show

was developed. Through forum

theatre we explored different issues

effecting older women including

domestic abuse, isolation and societal

pressures. In year one we developed a

play called STILL HERE, themed

around a son abusing his mother. In

year two we developed a play called

VISIBLE, themed around the

challenges older women face once a

controlling spouse has passed away.

In year three we developed a play

called STRETCH, which followed

three women's stories who met in an

exercise class, both following their

friendships and their struggles as

women over 50. 

 

The issues explored were driven by 

 

 

 

 the feedback we had received the

year before, so year by year the

forum event became more varied yet

more relevant to our audience.

Through the changing topics, one

topic remained consistent, domestic

abuse. Older women are known as

the ‘hidden group’ when it comes to

abuse.

 

Women Rise worked in close

partnership with Solace Women’s Aid

when devising and delivering the

three plays so that the most-up-to-

date knowledge was shared through

each play and so our audience can

safely disclose if need be. 

 

We made sure to highlight the

support can be for historic abuse as

well as current abuses as we know this

is an age-group that is likely to be

living with on-going impacts of abuse

as well as current abuse. 

 

 
 

“It made me aware of the support that is set in
place for women if they needed help in the event

of domestic violence”
 

  

A separate part of the project which worked to those three aims was our

forum theatre events, a touring community theatre production. Through

forum theatre we explored different issues effecting older women

including domestic abuse, isolation and  societal pressures.



FORUM  THEATRE

 

S T A T I S T I C S

409
WOMEN WERE REACHED

THROUGH OUR FORUM EVENTS

30
FORUM EVENTS WERE HELD

THROUGH THE PROJECTS

70%
WOMEN FELT THE FORUM

EVENT HELPED THEM LEARN

MORE ABOUT WOMEN SERVICES

IN THE BOROUGH

57%
WOMEN FELT MORE

CONNECTED TO THE LOCAL

COMMUNITY AFTER THE FORUM

93%
WOMEN ENJOYED THE FORUM

EVENT 

'Women Rise signposted women to other

projects, support groups and responded

directly to some groups by offering a

series of outreach drama workshops.

This meant that women could create

their own work.

 

“It was brilliant that we watched your

play and now we could make our own

play”.

 

After the performance, participants

would be able to talk to Solace workers

one to one to get follow up support.'

W O M E N  R E P R E S E N T E D  B E L O W  S C O R E D  7  O R  M O R E  P O S T
E V E N T  O N  A  S C A L E  O F  1  ( S T R O N G L Y  D I S A G R E E )  T O  1 0
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below is an example of a live drawing session that was was captured during the

third forum theatre piece we developed. the first image captures the narrative

of the piece.  the second image outlines participant feedback in reaction to

some of the moments that they were invited to take part. 

 

 



The work achieved over the past three years on the Women Rise project will not

come to an abrupt stop in 2020. The well-being events will have continuation in

the form of our monthly Women Rise Champions group. It started out for the

women, by the women and was open to be anything they wanted it to be. This

came from the learning from the first year of the project that certain activities

didn't particularly resonate with women over 55, and that allowing participants

themselves to guide the nature of the work would keep consistent numbers. The

women decided to keep drama at the forefront of the group and use it as the tool to

explore the different topics prevalent to their lives.

 

Each session is led by our regular forum facilitator each month and is held at

Jacksons Lane. Each session is given a unique theme and is always followed with tea

and cake. This gives participants a chance to socialise and some long-term

friendships have blossomed as a result.

 
''Performance is something I'd run from, [but]

no-one here sniggers and judges. As an older
woman I should be able to take up my space and

do new things"

  

legacy of the Women Rise project

beyond 2020



The legacy of the forum theatre

strand will be continued through our

work with the 'Pathfinders’ project, to

train NHS staff on awareness of

domestic violence in medical settings.

The Violence Against Women

Coordinator for Haringey saw our

Women Rise play and was impressed

by the ways we could communicate

sensitive information to multiple

community groups in a way that left

people feeling uplifted, empowered,

hopeful and knowledgeable.

 

The training forum piece will

address: (1) how to recognise signs of

domestic abuse in their patients,  

 

(2) the barriers a survivor can face to

disclose in a medical setting, (3) the

barriers they as medical staff can face

in approaching the subject

sensitively, (4) how to open up the

dialogue of domestic abuse and how

to deal with a disclosure safely.

 

Due to the timing of the  COVID-19

pandemic, training was due to be

delivered from March 2020. This has

now been delayed until further

notice, but we still plan to go ahead

and deliver the training as soon as we

are able.

 

  
another legacy of the project is that The forum theatre strand

will be continued through our work with the ‘Pathfinders’

project, to train NHS staff on spotting the potential signs of

domestic violence in medical settings and consultations.

"Very powerful and emotional. It was very well organised, and great
that the facilitator and her colleague mentioned trigger warnings

and support available for it. Excellent idea to encourage those who
need it to access available support in a non-stigmatising way and to

meet people in similar situations."



 

  

"The facilitator provided a safe creative

workspace where all participants were able to

express themselves in movement to the best of

their ability. I have been wheelchair and bed

bound and doubted I would be able to join in but

felt totally supported really enjoying and

appreciating the workshop."

Over the last 3 years Women Rise has worked closely with twenty community

centres and groups across Haringey delivering creative activities in a safe and

accessible way. We shared new and fun ways of relating to each other and

building connections in activities that were new and challenging. The forum

theatre strand of this project was truly unique and we have seen beautiful

conversations on healing, history and hope come from it. Some women have

disclosed abuse and accessed support as a result of it and some women have left

feeling empowered to embrace the changes that ageing brings. 

 

A particular highlight in 2019 was the invitation to deliver a drop in Silver

Circus workshop and perform a section of the second year forum theatre play

as part of Flourishing Lives' annual Festival of Creative Ageing event at the

Tate Exchange. This was incredibly well received by participants and the

Flourishing Lives team and gave us a chance to showcase the work beyond

Haringey. One particular memorable interaction was a woman who had been

recommended to take up hooping by her physiotherapist. Having enjoyed the

activity so much after a moment of apprehension initially, our facilitator gifted

her one of the hoops to take home and continue practicing with.

Impact of the Women Rise Project, including

delivering work at the tate exchange



We have been told multiple times

that ‘Women Rise’ is a much-needed

project, that it is giving older women

a safe space to play and exercise their

minds in fun and creative ways. We

also been told that our users feel it is

so important to keep sharing the

message that healthy relationships

can exist through friendships and

community, which can guard against

abuses, help survive abuses, and that

self-confidence is possible regardless

of age. 

 

We know there are hardly any

creative groups specifically for older

women, and almost no projects

creatively tackling the topic of

abusive relationships for older

women, so hopefully we see a

resurgence of this project and we can

continue to support more women

rising.

  

“It was a releasing and invigorating way to spend the
afternoon.  I am really grateful for the experience to stretch all aspects
of me, in such a creative way.  Seeing everyone else fully joining in to,
made it all even more rewarding. And, I had fun, shared fun, many

treasures of the heart were made for me!”

Impact of the Women Rise Project



Womens' Crisis House: "Women Rise has brought a joyful and importantly

physical aspect to each event and the women who use this service and who work

here have really loved the events and the fantastic women of Women Rise"

 

Facilitator 1: "It was obvious that the women were comfortable as a

group together and as their creative juices flowed they too enjoyed the

experience. Each piece was completely unique as were the creators and they all

left with a smile as did I meeting such lovely groups. I was grateful for the

booking."

 

Facilitator 2: "Women often reminisce on how they used to ‘be able to

juggle three balls’ and enjoy how ‘therapeutic and colourful’ the scarves and

ribbons are. They also noted that it is a great form of light exercise that can

be done sitting or standing."

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Appendix 1:

Impact of the Women Rise Project: quotes from

project partners and workshop facilitators



Case Study One: Lorraine - Champion and Forum Theatre Workshop 

 

Lorraine is in her late 50s and a service user of a crisis center where Women Rise

(WR) performed their forum theatre plays in 2019 and 2020. After the 2019

performance Lorraine felt the play was a useful intervention to support people and

came along to some of the Champions Drama Workshops. Sometimes Lorraine

was distracted as she had a lot to deal with in her life. She would apologise and

leave the room to deal with something on the phone during some workshops. She

said she was coming along to try and make time for herself, but this seemed a

challenge to switch off emotionally. In one workshop, we were consulting with the

group to develop the characters for the new forum theatre play. Lorraine did not

speak much initially in the workshop and I felt she was holding a lot and presented

as vulnerable. I prompted her to speak as there were some confident voices in the

room. When she got space she spoke deeply about the issues affecting each

character and how they could be presented in the play. That input was very

genuine and went  into shaping the development of the three characters. 

 

Interestingly, the crisis centre which Lorraine attends, was our final venue for the

performance on the Women Rise tour. It was a very sensitive and delicate setting.

Lorraine was excited to be there. Her involvement in the initial process made her

appeared empowered by now seeing the results of the final performance and some

familiar faces. A change in her presentation from earlier workshops.  She spoke out

many times during this workshop to discuss thoughts and guide the character’s

journey forward positively. This was a moving process and her involvement in

creating the characters seemed to have touched her, it was like she already knew

them and she was confident to talk to them and advise them. After the

performance, she said how much the involvement in the project had meant to her.

Lorraine then stayed to talk to the support worker from Solace. It felt that WR was

gently supporting Lorraine’s journey of recovery.

  

appendix 2:

case studies from our facilitator



Case Study Two: Jackie – A Women’s Rise Champion Drama Group Member

 

Jackie is in her late 50s. She attended all the WR Champion’s drama workshops.

When she first came she said “I have never done anything like this before”. She

came after she had attended a WR Self Defence Class with a friend where she

heard about the Champions Drama Group She was keen to create opportunities for

herself and develop connections within her community, “to feel happy in yourself

at this time in your life. Most of the time you are comparing yourself with who you

used to be. You compare the Inside of your own life with the outside of others’

lives”. Jackie had never done any drama before and admitted she felt “so

uncomfortable beyond my comfort zone.” However, she pushed herself to work

through these boundaries and started to “take risks, say yes, to be brave”.

   

 As the monthly Champions Workshops progressed you could see Jackie

 become more confident in herself and in the space. As the facilitator, I was

 aware of supporting her to relax and feel comfortable. Jackie said she enjoyed

 the space to connect with other women and share experiences. She was very

 open about her life experiences including her career, her family, living in

 the area etc. She enjoyed the opportunity to reflect on various parts of her

 life and identity. At first she came along with a friend, but when her friend

 could not attend she started to feel confident to come alone.

   

  Jackie said she “enjoyed being forced to do drama, it put me outside of my

comfort zone. Meeting other women, coming to Jacksons Lane-nice venue, doing

something a bit difference. I like the 'suck it and see' approach”. Jackie was keen to

use the Champions Workshops to address “the issues we face and the

misconception of what women being 60 are like”.

   

 Jackie developed her confidence, self-esteem & self-expression. She attended

every month and took part in every activity. You could see her confidence develop

around participating in group exercises and performing with new people in front

of the group. As she said WR Champions had helped the group to “feel OK about

being ourselves and accept ourselves”.

  

case studies from our facilitator



Case Study Three:  Asha – Community Hub Drama Workshops 

 

Asha is in her late 60’s. She first attended WR to see the forum theatre play

STRETCH when we performed at The Community Hub, Wood Green. I met Asha

properly when she attended the WR Drama Workshops at The Community Hub.

She said she came along as she had “greatly enjoyed the play”. She particularly

remembered the part when “one of the characters kept forgetting their leggings”

which she reflected made her laugh and was something she could relate to. The

play had had resonance with her.

   

 Asha was quiet when she first attended the workshops.  She fed-back that she

 had “never done any drama before”, which came as a surprise because although

she was quiet she appeared willing to join in all the activities and enjoyed the

games. I feel this was a new way of her connecting to and meeting new people. It

bought out a part of herself that she had not connected with previously.

   

Throughout the first workshop the participants created their own characters and a

scene to explore the connection between three different women. Asha enjoyed the

process and suggested many ideas. I encouraged Asha to speak out a bit louder as I

felt she was not used to expressing her ideas in a group setting. Over the two

workshops she started to speak out and her voice became louder.

   

Asha created the character Pam, who was 60 years old and a mature student. I felt

that this was highlighting some hopes she herself had. In Workshop Two the

participants performed their short scene to other participants. Asha enjoyed

sharing their performance and spoke out confidently. She reflected that “Everyone

felt confident meeting new people” and she “enjoyed making the play”. The WR

play had inspired the women to create their own play. Asha reflected, “The friends

(characters) were all different ages and inspired by the play we saw.” 

   

 Seeing Asha come in for Workshop One and being shy and then seeing her relate

to the group, laugh, enjoy the dynamic and performing in Workshop Two was

inspiring.

  

case studies from our facilitator


